
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Experience Southern Idaho Jump, Climb, Ski, Cave, Raft and Explore – Adventure Awaits 

Shoshone Falls, the Niagara of the West, plunges 
212 feet. The falls are best viewed in the early 

spring as water volumes are dependent on 
snowpack. Year round, however, there is much to 

enjoy and explore around Shoshone Falls as 
there are numerous trails and scenic vistas. 

 
Escape the ordinary, head to Twin Falls and 

stroll over the 1500 foot-long Perrine Bridge. 
BASE jumpers leap from the bridge and soar 500 

feet down to the floor of the beautiful Snake 
River Canyon. This bridge is only place in the 
world where one can enjoy this thrilling sport 

year-round without a permit. 
 

Spend the day golfing near Centennial Park, 
swim at Dierkes Lake, shop in small shops and 

well-known national stores or ride or bike along 
one of the many trails in the area. Dine at one of 

the fine restaurants in the area; dinner with a 
view never tasted so good. 

 
Dubbed the strangest 75 square 

miles in North America, by an early 
visitor, Craters of the Moon is a 
playground for hiking, caving, 

backpacking and exploring.  

With pathways winding around 25 
volcanic cones and 60 different 
distinct lava flows, the area is 
geologically significant and a 
whole lot of fun. While on the 

surface, it may appear as a 
desolate, black terrain; it is home 
to many birds, plants and animals. 
In addition, it is a destination place 
for visitors from all over the globe. 

South central Idaho is at a crossroads of many different ecosystems. Basins, 
wetlands, peaks and rivers, each with their own unique ecosystem, draw many 

birders and outdoor enthusiasts to the region. City of Rocks National Reserve and 
Castle Rocks State Park offer scenic walks near the historic California Trail and 

opportunities for wildlife watching, photography, world class technical rock 
climbing, picnicking, snowshoeing, cross-country skiing and camping. You are 

officially invited to come and enjoy the wonders of the rocks. 

Idaho has more white river miles 
than any other state in the lower 

forty-eight. Ride down the 
Hagerman stretch of the Snake 

River, soak at Miracle Hot Spring, 
spend a morning meandering 

along the scenic Thousand 
Springs Byway, pet a sturgeon at 

the Hagerman National Fish 
Hatchery and picnic beneath a 

seamless blue sky! 
 

Southern Idaho Tourism has a 
FREE Mobile app to help 

visitors explore everything the 
region has to offer. 

 
Download the App today at 

visitsouthidaho.com/mobile. 
 


